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The role of sleep in general health is well known. Poor sleep predicts cardiovascular disease \[[@B1]\], and increases oxidative stress \[[@B2]\]. It also increases pro-inflammatory cytokines and worsens subjective health \[[@B3]\]. Furthermore, which may be especially important in ICU patients, short sleep duration increases the susceptibility to infections \[[@B4]\]. It is also well known that many critically ill patients experience sleep disruptions, which is assumed to have health implications \[[@B5]\]. Important also is the fact that the ICU population as such is a heterogeneous group burdened with increased rates of co-morbidities \[[@B6]\]. Pre-existing diseases - that is, poor health - comprise a well-known factor that affects sleep during \'normal\' conditions and sleep patterns may be thought to further deteriorate during periods of critical illness and affect health-related quality of life \[[@B7]\]. The effect of such induced poor sleep may therefore result in further health difficulties. Such complicating background factors may have implications for investigations, such as that by Elliot and co-workers in the previous issue of *Critical Care*\[[@B8]\], as it is difficult to know the \'normal\' sleep pattern of any patient and, consequently, in sleep research examining hospital populations, the choice of control group is a challenge.

Significant efforts are continuously being directed to assess and combat organ dysfunction and failure in critical illness. Among these has been a recent focus on the brain supported by results from the anesthesia perspective where cognitive dysfunction has been registered after general anesthesia and surgery or heart surgery. Concomitantly, a hot topic in critical care has been the issue of delirium, possibly caused by central nervous system failure and/or as a consequence of sedation techniques, other drugs or even exhaustion due to sleep deprivation, possibly caused by direct practical care-related issues \[[@B9],[@B10]\]. A significant portion of critically ill patients are furthermore sedated, not uncommonly as a substitute for not being able to sleep otherwise. This underlines the importance of sleep scoring as a part of overall brain function monitoring and to assess when there is need for supportive measures. Still, brain function assessment and surveillance in the ICU setting, both for clinical and scientific purposes, is difficult due to a shortage of relevant and practical methods to use \[[@B11]\]. For clinical use practical techniques are sought that are validated and that are specific for the scientific counterparts. Neither of these are available today, as exemplified by, for example, the low sensitivity of the best recommended assessment tool for delirium \[[@B12]\]. Furthermore, besides the strictly practical difficulties seen in the ICU setting, there is also a lack of knowledge and consensus on how to assess cognitive functions in this patient group, who often in parallel are also affected by pharmacological agents.

Elliot and colleagues \[[@B8]\] contribute significantly to an important aspect of brain function monitoring by examining sleep patterns. These we know have very significant health implications. The authors are to be congratulated on their high level of ambition to gain knowledge regarding sleep patterns in the ICU by performing a large study using good methodology including the use of polysomnography (the \'gold standard\') combined with adequate, validated patient questionnaires and simultaneous data collection of data depicting factors known to affect sleep in the ICU.

Furthermore, previous studies have rarely collected data on the patient perception of sleep quality and the potential causes of sleep disturbing factors, important factors that have also been included in the present study. The study shows clearly, as may be expected, that the patients included in the study experience poor sleep and that this issue should be further examined and improvement interventions developed. Another and possibly even more important issue that the authors stress in their article is the demanding nature and practical difficulties known for this methodology. It needs then to be appreciated that although 656 patients satisfied inclusion criteria, only 53 patients (less than 10%) were in the end included and examined. Many drop outs are due to different methodological issues, that is, difficulties in evaluating sleep in situations where, for example, sleep patterns prior to ICU are already poor or patients are neurologically impaired. This unfortunately reduces the generalizability of the results. In delirium or cognitive dysfunction, electroencephalography frequencies are often slow already in wakefulness, which makes assessment of sleep stages difficult. Many pharmacological agents (for example, benzodiazepines, morphine) in themselves also change the electroencephalogram and/or sleep patterns. Absence of information concerning medication and presence of pain (also very important when it comes to degree of sleep disturbance) are minor flaws in the present report. An obvious practical shortcoming complicating sleep evaluations - compared to, for example, diagnosing delirium or cognitive dysfunction - is that many examining procedures for this purpose may in themselves affect sleep if not done in specialized laboratories.

What is the take home message?
==============================

There are several. Firstly, in the group of patients that can be properly examined there are significant quantitative and qualitative sleep disturbances. Secondly, as of today the clinical routines to optimize sleep in the critical care setting may still not be fully optimized and sound and care intervention disturbances are the ones to address first. Thirdly, sleep monitoring and research in the critical care setting are technically difficult due to a lack of easy to use and reliable methods. With our current methodologies and knowledge few patients can be properly examined for various reasons and this reduces generalizability of the conclusions. Our knowledge today regarding sleep, an important brain function, is based mainly on a minority of patients and this may only reveal the top of a large iceberg.

Conclusion
==========

The study by Elliot and co-workers is a well performed study on the important topic of sleep, which is closely related to brain function, dysfunction and failure. Among several important findings, it underlines the need for new monitoring and research tools in order to better understand sleep for this patient group and to develop care improvement strategies.
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